POLL 1: SUGGEST STRATEGIES FOR DEVELOPING STUDENTS’ RANGE OF
VOCABULARY.
Regular use of various board games
Role play in class
Do basic sums in target language
Suggesting different scenarios
‘Guess Who’ in the target language
Fish graph
Describe pictures; tell a story with picture stimuli
Powtoons
Use of interactive quiz
Cocotte en papier (origami)
Drama
Kahoot quizzes
Menus, recipes, songs, bingo words, films, advertisements in the target language
Encourage students to use full sentences
Crosswords
Puppets (Sock puppets)
Improvisation theatre
Answering roll call with vocabulary rather than here/present
Conversations on daily life
Mentimeter
Snap cards
Jeux de société (board games)
Use of literature, read some poems in the target language (Seasonal poems, Christmas, Valentine’s
Day…)
Use visuals to teach vocabulary; getting students to repeat after the teacher and then the teacher
elicits words for students
eTwinning Project to develop vocabulary
Reading short headlines
Showing a video without sound and asking students to write the dialogue
Authentic magazines
Dice with different scenario faces
Duolingo
Reading aloud
Word tennis/Verb tennis
Describing a simple piece of art
Kahoot, Quizlet, Padlet
E-pals
Asking at the start of every class how the students are

List words from a family of words beginning with a given letter...
Spot the difference/Compare and contrast
Authentic French websites
Emotions thermometer
Listen to radio podcasts
Get students to look at youtubers in different countries. A lot are of their age group.
‘Time bomb'; Give a topic and students give a word each on the topic until the bomb goes off. A
different prop can be used.
Dictionary work in pairs
One word linked to a topic
Memes in the target language
Memorisation games... I went to the shop and I bought...
Exit password
Have frequently used class vocabulary on desk
Pass the word and add your own word based on a topic

